Summer Music

Bassoon

Slow and indolent \( \text{\textzd\textfr} \) \\

\( \text{\textzd\textfr} \) dolce

With motion \( \text{\textzd\textfr} \)

Pastorale, beginning to four after \#1

**PASTORALE**

*Lento* $j = 48$ (\$j = Joséphine\$)

Movement 3, "Ragtime," four before \#28 to three after \#27

*J =$j = 184$-192*

3. *Ragtime*
Stravinsky, L'histoire du Soldat:

Devil's Dance, beginning to 84

\[ Allegro \ j = 138. \]

\[ \text{DANSE DU DIABLE} \]

\[ \text{ff} \]

\[ \text{poco meno f ma non meno} \]

\[ \text{poco sostenuto} \]
Mussorgsky/Ravel: *Pictures at an Exhibition* - Mvt. II
“The Old Castle” (1st Br. line only)
Fagotto I

Mozart — Symphony No. 35

FINALE

Presto
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